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Abstract: A flagellated bacterium exhibits fascinating swimming behaviors both as an individual cell and as a
member of collectively moving swarm. I discuss two recent experimental works in my group on the swimming behaviors
of Escherichia coli, a prominent example of flagellated bacteria. First, we study the motility of flagellated bacteria in
colloidal suspensions of varying sizes and volume fractions. We find that bacteria in dilute colloidal suspensions display
the quantitatively same motile behaviors as those in dilute polymer solutions, where a size-dependent motility
enhancement up to 80% is observed accompanied by a strong suppression of bacterial wobbling. By virtue of the wellcontrolled size and the hard-sphere nature of colloids, this striking similarity not only resolves the long-standing
controversy over bacterial motility enhancement in complex fluids, but also challenges all the existing theories using
polymer dynamics in addressing the swimming of flagellated bacteria in dilute polymer solutions. We further develop a
simple hydrodynamic model incorporating the colloidal nature of complex fluids, which quantitatively explains bacterial
wobbling dynamics and mobility enhancement in both colloidal and polymeric fluids. Second, we study the collective
motion of dense bacterial suspensions as a prominent model of active fluids. Using a light-powered E. coli strain, we map
the detailed phase diagram of bacterial flows and image the transition kinetics of bacterial suspensions towards collective
motions. In particular, we examine the unique configuration and dynamics of individual bacteria in collective motions.
Together, our study sheds light onto the puzzling motile behaviors of bacteria in complex fluids and provides new insights
into the collective swimming of bacterial suspensions relevant to a wide range of microbiological and biomedical
processes.
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